Wrap-Up and Thank You

Inga Adams-Pizarro, MHS
ZeAmma Walker, MHS
Project Managers
Delmarva Foundation

Thanks for Coming!

- Objectives for today:
  - Describe the H&T Learning Network
  - Learn about approaches to handoffs and medication reconciliation
  - Participate in a critical skills experience
Ad Hoc Conference Calls & Affinity Groups

Sample of Identified Topics
• Nuts and Bolts – (drilling down on specific processes – admissions, discharge, transfers)
• Technology – (moving medication reconciliation from paper to electronic systems – what to expect)
• Special Topics – (can Positive Deviance be used for handoffs)

Meetings
• Network Session 1: April 19, 2007
• Network Session 2: June 14, 2007
• Network Session 3: December 6, 2007

Website & Email Communications
• Share Resources & Approaches
• Post Documents & Presentations
• Submit Team Materials & Reports via email

Measurement Strategy
• Summary document included in the folder
• Reporting form will be available via the email
• Report monthly on:
  – 2 measures
  – Progress Notes on Handoffs and Medication Reconciliation
• Work with the Network on identifying measures for Handoffs
Next Steps

• Plan for June 14 meeting
  – Instructions in the Save the Date
• Review the information in the Resource Binder
• Identify goals for your facility’s participation in the Network
• We will begin to identify Affinity and Topical Groups

Project Team

• Inga Adams-Pizarro, MHS - Handoffs and Transitions Project Manager

• ZeAmma Walker, MHSA - Handoffs and Transitions Project Manager

• Dia Jones & Keaonia Shaw-Wadlington – Executive Assistants